FYE 101: Succeed at the G is a new student transition course designed to connect students to UNCG, foster academic success, and engage students in personal development.

- They would recommend this course to new transfer students.
- They felt comfortable asking their Peer Academic Leader for help.
- They thought their FYE instructor demonstrated excellence in teaching.
- They believed both their Peer Academic Leader and Instructor genuinely cared about them.

"My overall experience was great! I learned so much more about the school and myself than I could have ever imagined and I am so grateful for this class."
- Fall 2020 FYE 101 Transfer Student

"I felt very connected to my instructor and PAL, made new friends, and gained a deeper appreciation for UNCG and what it has to offer me."
- Fall 2020 FYE 101 Transfer Student

97% believed FYE 101: Succeed at the G helped them feel more connected to UNCG.
94% believed FYE 101: Succeed at the G improved their academic skills.
97% felt FYE 101: Succeed at the G covered topics that were important to them.

EMAIL YFY@UNCG.EDU WITH YOUR STUDENT ID TO REGISTER!

Based on information collected from the course evaluation and end of year assessments.